SSA Archive
Dropbox Folder Structure for Individual Project Submissions

- Instructor
- Students
  - Alyssa Lewis
  - Gabriella Gorjon
  - Mimi Liebenberg
  - Nary Perez
- Projects
  - P1
  - P2
  - P3
- Drawings
  - PDF: Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Mimi_Liebenberg_L_Release Form
  - Drawings: Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Mimi_Liebenberg_L_P1_Description, Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Mimi_Liebenberg_L_P1_Drawing_0001, etc.
SSA Archive
Dropbox Folder Structure for Group Project Submissions

- Instructor
  - Fran Leadon
    - Student Group
      - Alyssa Lewis, Mimi Liebenberg, Nary Perez
        - Drawings
          - Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Alyssa_Lewis_G_Drawing_0001
          - Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Alyssa_Lewis_G_Drawing_0002
          - Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Alyssa_Lewis_G_Drawing_0003
          - Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Mimi_Liebenberg_G_Drawing_0004
          - Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Mimi_Liebenberg_G_Drawing_0005
          - Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Mimi_Liebenberg_G_Drawing_0006
          - Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Mimi_Liebenberg_G_Drawing_0007
          - Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Nary_Perez_G_Drawing_0008
          - Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Nary_Perez_G_Drawing_0009
          - Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Nary_Perez_G_Drawing_0010
          - Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Alyssa_Lewis_G_Release_Form
          - Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Mimi_Liebenberg_G_Release_Form
          - Sp_2020_12000_Fran_Leadon_Nary_Perez_G_Release_Form